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If what I have argued has merit, then standards and values can not be entirely consigned to the factual world of activity as it exists in the ‘now’ of practice, because they are implicated precisely in the transformation of that world. Standards and values introduce the possibility of a critical distance from the ‘here and now’ of the world of activity, a critical distance that facilitates the process of its transformation. In his famous essay on objectivity, Max Weber (1949: 544) makes a similar distinction between ultimate values and the inexhaustible temporal flux of empirical reality:    The belief which we all have in some form or other, in the meta‐empirical validity of ultimate and final values, in which the meaning of our existence is  rooted,  is  not  incompatible  with  the  incessant  changefulness  of  the concrete  viewpoints,  from  which  empirical  reality  gets  its  significance. Both  these views are, on  the  contrary,  in harmony with each other. Life with  its  irrational  reality  and  its  store  of  possible  meanings  is inexhaustible.  The  concrete  form  in  which  value‐relationship  occurs remains  perpetually  in  flux,  ever  subject  to  change  in  the  dimly  seen future  of  human  culture.  The  light  which  emanates  from  those  highest value‐ideas  always  falls  on  an  ever  changing  finite  segment  of  the  vast chaotic stream of events, which flows away through time.  Weber here neatly sums up what Mol and Heuts see as the only possible world for values: the concrete form of an ever changing perpetual flux of finite viewpoints shifting situation by situation. But Weber does not see this as incompatible with the notion of “ultimate values” whose light falls on this flux, enabling its transformation. He sees no incompatibility between the idea of a realm of value‐ideas (which roots the meaning of our existence), and this vast and chaotic stream of events flowing away through time with its inexhaustible and ever changing store of possible meanings. In fact, Weber sees a “harmony” between these “views”. The concrete temporal flux gets its very significance from the value‐ideals.   Whitehead (1948) makes exactly this distinction and relationship in the work mentioned earlier. He suggests a “World of value” that is distinguishable as a conceptual abstraction from the “World of activity”. To avoid accusations of mysticism, essentialism or dualism, it is important to stress with Whitehead that this distinction is a self‐conscious conceptual abstraction. Indeed, it is an abstraction designed to avoid the kinds of transcendental accounts (often 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associated with Platonism and Cartesianism) that presuppose a real or ontological duality in nature. Of course there is only one world, but Whitehead suggests that this single world shows up from at least two important perspectives (Weber echoes this when he writes of “views”) in these two aspects. Each perspective is an abstraction that mutually presupposes the other. When we think of the World of activity, we emphasize the finite multiplicity of mortal things in their flux and change and in their factual temporal nature. When we think of the World of value, by contrast, we emphasize persistence, since “its essence is not rooted in any passing circumstance”. Value, in this sense, is that which generalizes its importance beyond passing circumstance. It always points 
from the flux, but it points towards what persists within and beyond the flux. But since the two worlds are abstractions from a single totality, in the context of that totality value always refers to fact and fact always refers to value. Value has no meaning apart from by reference to the world of passing fact (i.e. by reference to what is evaluated and valuated). But at the same time, the fact of a given circumstance is only valuable to the extent that it participates in a value that exceeds it.   Of course it is the easiest thing for a postmodern critic to say that it is ‘dualistic’ to separate a world of value from a world of activity.  My point is that this 
conceptual distinction is necessary if we are to grasp the all important 
combination of value and standard and if we are to avoid their implicit polarization and mutual isolation (which results in the paradoxical name of a unitary world of contingent activity). The concept of a world of value provides us with a way of understanding classic concepts like timelessness, infinity and immortality but precisely without assuming these to be transcendental realities that exist like Platonic forms or mystical essences.   In fact, one of Mol and Heuts’ participants points in this direction when they begin actually to touch upon the value of tomatoes. Although the comment is quickly passed over (2013: 139), this participant, who is a cook, says: “When a tomato is good, you don’t have to do much. Just a drop of balsamic. Or olive oil, pepper and salt. And then you are in heaven.” Being in “heaven” is a reference to the eternal or infinite quality of value, but we need not assume a real transcendent realm with pearly gates and full of angels eating platonic tomatoes. We need only recognize that the taste of a good tomato serves to embody something of the value and importance possible in tomatoes. Such an experience can only be rooted in a concrete encounter of tasting, but it exceeds that passing circumstance, enduring in memory and begging for its eternal return. The Italians speak in such circumstances of the death of the tomato: through perishing it attains a degree of eternity. They also say “see Naples and die”, since we too can happily die having acquired the immortality associated with true value.   In the next part of the paper I pursue this theme of distinguishing eternal from temporal and infinite from finite. To avoid a metaphysical point of departure that treats the realm of value as entirely transcendent we require at this point a psychology without foundations concerned with how value is experienced. This must recognize the immanent unity of value and fact in a world of process 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grasped not just as the brute change of perpetual flux but as creative advance.  To this end I will draw my psychological inspiration from Marcel Proust and Soren Kierkegaard. Both thinkers work with an equivalent distinction between a finite and temporary world of activity and a realm of value ‐ always in intimate dialogue with concrete activity ‐ which points beyond any passing circumstance, emphasizing persistence. The account of Proust’s psychology I offer is further developed elsewhere (Stenner, 2015).  
Mind out of time: experiences of value in Proust Marcel Proust’s (2000) A la recherche du temps perdu is rightly prized as a high‐point of modern reflection on the nature of time and memory, but it also speaks to our problem of value as related to concrete experience which points beyond passing circumstance2. Towards the end of the novel, Marcel enters the courtyard of the Guermantes mansion in a gloomy and absent‐minded mood. He is forced to move sharply backwards to avoid a car he fails to see coming. In so doing he trips against some uneven paving stones. In struggling to rebalance himself he experiences the sensation of putting his foot on a stone that is slightly lower than its neighbour. This physical sensation brings an instant and profound feeling of happiness in which “all anxiety about the future, all intellectual doubts” (217) disappeared as if by magic. The anxious thoughts from a moment ago about his lack of talent and doubts about the value of art lose all importance. Marcel immediately links the happy feeling to other fleeting but significant moments in his life: the trees he once drove past in Balbec, the twin steeples at Martinville, the sensations evoked by a passage in Vinteuil’s sonata and the taste of a Madeleine cake dipped in tea. Unlike on these previous occasions, however, he was now determined to understand the deeper causes of this feeling. It was as if the uneven paving‐stones had acted as a physical portal to something of profound value, the importance of which he would not only refuse to neglect, but would memorialize in his artwork. Ignoring the amused glances of the onlooking chauffeurs, Marcel tries to repeat the stumble. Repeating the physical movement is not sufficient, but by forgetting his surroundings and recapturing the feeling of the first moment of uneven footing, he could once again summon the elusive experience. This time, in a flash, he recognised its source: he had stood on uneven stones many years before in St Mark’s Cathedral in Venice. Much as the taste of the madeleine had recalled lost sensations from Combray, re‐experiencing the uneven paving‐stones had restored all the other sensations and images to which it had been linked one day                                                         2 In evaluating Proust we must also avoid the assumption that either his work is somehow timeless or it is an expression of a given socio‐cultural milieu. Walter Benjamin is doubtless correct, for example, when he makes the point that Proust’s re‐working of Bergson’s vitalism “may be regarded as an attempt to produce experience, as Bergson imagines it, in a synthetic way under today’s social conditions” (315). Proust’s work is thus the product of a concrete and particular set of encounters (Benjamin astutely points to absence of rituals in Proust’s oeuvre), but this is not to question its value beyond its time and its continued capacity to transform its readers. In fact, I have suggested elsewhere that in this respect Proust’s work can be seen as a functional equivalent to rituals in a de‐ritualized epoch (Stenner, 2015). 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in the past: sensations which had been waiting intact in their place for just this moment.  Sensitized by his efforts, Marcel goes on to have a succession of new and directly comparable experiences. First, on entering the Guermantes mansion a butler asks him to wait in a sitting room. When the butler accidentally knocks a spoon against a plate, Marcel reports that the “same species of happiness… poured into me” (218). This time it was associated with sensations of heat, woodsmoke, the image of a row of trees, the cool smell of a forest. The sound of the spoon had evoked and released the noise of a railwayman using a hammer to repair a train wheel during a stop in a little wood many years past. This brought with it a nexus of sensations from that slice of time now past: “I seemed to be in the railway carriage again, opening a bottle of beer” (219).  A short while later the butler gives him some orangeade. The napkin with which Marcel wipes his mouth releases another genie from the past, this time the happy feeling is accompanied by images of blue sky, promenade and high‐tide, “for the napkin which I had used to wipe my mouth had precisely the same degree of stiffness and starchedness as the towel with which I had found it so awkward to dry my face as I stood in front of the window on the first day of my arrival at Balbec” (219). The images of an entire instant of Marcel’s past life unfolded into the present as if from the smooth surfaces and creases of the napkin, again making him swell with happiness. The first lesson Marcel extracts from these experiences is the lesson of the vast difference between an actual impression of a thing during a real‐time encounter compared with the artifice of any deliberate efforts to re‐capture the past by using what he calls “deliberate” memory. This echoes a sustained message of the novel concerning the radical difference between our imagination of the future and our concrete real‐time experiences of what actually happens. On one level, this is a difference between what Zitoun and Gillespie (2015) call proximal experience (e.g. experiences of real‐time perception) and distal experience (experiences – like imagination – which imply a not yet actualized future and – like autobiographical memory – which imply a no longer actual past). Clearly in each of the cases Proust describes, the power of the experiences under consideration is inseparable from their involuntary nature. A mémoire 
involuntaire happens when we least expect and requires the mediation of a real physical sensation common to the present and the past. These involuntary memories were not the artifice of imagination but the actual instants themselves, intact and, it seems, just as they were felt in the past. They had nothing to do with the conscious efforts Marcel had previously made to deliberately recall to himself his impressions of Venice, Balbec or Combray. These relatively artificial forms of what Proust calls “undifferentiated” (220) memory in fact preserve 
nothing of life itself.  It is as if a concrete memory intact in its “vessel” from a given place and date in the past had escaped oblivion by somehow throwing a connecting link or bridge to the present moment. When such a bridge is constructed, we once again “breath air” from the past, as it were, but that air, precisely because we had forgotten we had breathed it, would be experienced as the joy of new air. In 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Proust’s terms, we will have recovered Time that was Lost. This discovery of lost time gives us the seeds of a psychological (rather than transcendental) way of thinking of an experience which resists passing circumstance, and in so doing points immanently towards something like eternity.  The more demanding question remains as to why these experiences yield a joyful feeling of enduring value, a feeling of certainty, permanence and salvation which resuscitates the very appetite for life and which dispels anxiety and fear of death? Here we must observe that the notion shared in common by each of these remarkable experiences is not simply that they were moments from the past, but that in each case “I experienced them at the present moment and at the same time in the context of a distant moment, so that the past was made to encroach upon the present and I was made to doubt whether I was in the one or the other” (222). In short, what these different experiences share in common is the identification of a common notion between past and present experience. The “being within” Marcel (for it had happened despite Marcel’s conscious intentions) had extracted and enjoyed precisely what the two concrete proximal experiences shared in common. This common notion, it seems, is the source of a certain sense of the timelessness of value. As Proust points out, what is held in common between a day from the distant past and a present experience is, in a sense, more essential than either of them alone and must, in this very concrete and specific respect, be extra­temporal. By extension, the subject or “being within” that makes its appearance through or by way of its experience of this extra‐temporal ground common to the past and the future must also be the subject of an object which is not reducible to any passing circumstance (in Whitehead’s terms, it is the superject of an eternal object). As Proust puts it, such a subject experiences an object existing “in the one and only medium in which it could exist and enjoy the essence of things, that is to say: outside time” (223).  In short, Proust suggests that whatever identifies the present with the past thereby extracts a timeless value with an eternal or immortal quality capable of dispelling anxiety concerning temporal matters, including death. “This explained why it was that my anxiety on the subject of my death had ceased at the moment when I had unconsciously recognised the taste of the little madeleine, since the being which at that moment I had been was an extra‐temporal being and therefore unalarmed by the vicissitudes of the future. This being had only come to me, only manifested itself outside of activity and immediate enjoyment, on those rare occasions when the miracle of an analogy had made me escape from the present. And only this being had the power to perform that task which had always defeated the efforts of my memory and my intellect, the power to make me rediscover days that were long past, the Time that was Lost” (223). But, in an equally important sense, the integrative value at stake in these experiences is not simply outside the world of “activity and immediate enjoyment”. The rare “miracle” of analogy was no simple escape from the present but precisely an integration of present and past – an integration that draws upon a liminal zone of indiscernibility and commonality between past and present, and between myself as I once was and myself as I am now. This integration permitted an unusual synthesis of imagination and sensation. Sensation is about the “proximal” here and now world of activity and the 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immediate enjoyment of what is present. Imagination, by contrast, can only savour what is absent. Like voluntary memory, it introduces possibility into actuality, and thus uproots us from the being‐there of grounded, proximal perception. Kierkegaard (1974: 163) notes this when he describes the imagination as “the medium of the process of infinitizing”.  As can be seen in table 1, in each of the experiences under consideration, the concrete sensations were at once present (the sound of the spoon, the feel of the stones in the courtyard, the starchy napkin, the madeleine in Paris) and past (the sound of the hammer, the stones of St Mark’s, the stiff towel, the Madeleine in Combray). This liminal simultaneity of past/present permits a temporary suspension of the typical rule whereby we are constrained only to imagine what is absent and only to sense what is present. In the rare context of these liminal experiences we are permitted to concretely sense what is absent (past / future) and to savour and enrich in the intensifying medium of our imagination what is present. Under these liminal conditions, the dreams of imagination acquire just that concrete existence they normally lack, whilst concrete experience acquires an encounter with an infinite immortality that can usually only be dreamed of. The sensation of the starchy towel from Balbec is real without being actual, whilst that of the napkin in Paris is ideal without being abstract3. The being that becomes what it is by way of this experience is thus given a rare opportunity: a momentary flash of exposure to what is almost never disclosed in ordinary life: “a fragment of time in the pure state” (224). But a lightening flash of freedom from the order of time is all that is required for this being to get a taste of the ambrosia of value. It will never loose this appetite, since this food brings the only true joy. The art of life is to have some of this enduring value in one’s temporal life.  
                                                        3 One reviewer chastised me for my clumsy use of terms here, but I think the words are beautifully clear, and they are actually Proust’s, who writes “réels sans être actuels, idéaux sans être abstraits”. In fact Deleuze (1991) defines his key concept of the virtual using this very quotation from Proust, raising the question of why I have not pursued that concept here, especially since virtuality has been central to recent rethinking of social and cultural theory (Ansell‐Pearson [2002] and Massumi [2002] both celebrate the virtual as a way of grasping the passage from indeterminate multiplicity to individuated actuality). Engaging with Bergson, Deleuze (1991) argues for pairing actuality with virtuality and not with possibility (which he takes to be the transcendent term contrasted with immanent ‘reality’). However, this terminological tradition does not fit easily with Kierkegaard or Whitehead, and in fact Proust himself did not use use the phrase cited above to define ‘virtuality’. My concern is that the current fashionability of ‘the virtual’ can entrap one into conceptual debates which distract from the issue of importance that Proust was at pains to articulate: the experience of liminal simultaneity whereby a sensation from the past is experienced at the same time as a present sensation. Proust wants to explain the value of these experiences, and so the experience must be kept close and not replaced with intellectual discussion. He wants to justify confidence in the resulting joy (and fearlessness) “even if the simple taste of a madeleine does not seem logically contain within it the reasons for this joy” (225). This is not to deny the fecundity of a properly wrought virtual /actual distinction (see chapters 7 & 9 of Brown and Stenner, 2009). Indeed, I would thoroughly recommend thinking standards/values through Deleuze / Bergson, and suggest that William James’ concept of the virtual (whereby one portion of experience relates to and re‐enters another portion of experience) might more directly accommodate Proust’s intent (see Stenner, 2011). 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Table 1: Marcel Proust’s value experiences described in terms of a liminal zone between distal and proximal experience. Then ‐  railway  carriage  
 
Sound Hammer / Spoon                                             Now –                                 Paris  Then – Balbec   Touch Towel / Napkin  
                                Now –            Paris                       Then – Combray    Taste Madeleine   
                                                             Now –            Paris   Then – Combray   Equilibrioception Paving stones  
                                Now –            Paris  DISTAL EXPERIENCE    Liminal zone of inter(re)ference  
 PROXIMAL EXPERIENCE  
Included: The intensification (‘savouring’, ‘enriching’) of what is absent by way of imagination or ‘deliberate’ memory 
 ‘Involuntary’ memory of the ‘being within’ which is both distal and proximal  Included: The sensing of what is present here and now Excluded: What is present escapes intensification. The ideal remains abstract  Exclusions and inclusions are ‘suspended’, allowing a) the sensing of what is absent and b) the 
intensification of what is present.  a) brings reality to what is not actual and b) brings ideality to what is not abstract. 
Excluded: What is absent. The real remains concrete 
 
Integrating finite actualities and infinite possibilities: The nature of the self 
according to Kierkegaard In this section I suggest that Kierkegaard gives us an account of the nature of the human self that complements and can accommodate Proust’s insights, allowing us to develop them further. He begins The Sickness unto Death by defining man as spirit and defining spirit as the self. Kierkegaard (1974) understands the human psyche to be a relation, and more specifically, as a relation which relates itself to its own self. Leaving the details aside, I want merely to point out that for Kierkegaard the self is a special kind of relation that involves the integration of what he calls the infinite and the finite. Infinity is associated with the concepts of possibility and freedom whilst finitude is associated with actuality and necessity. This distinction can be interpreted without mysticism, and indeed it functions similarly to Whitehead’s worlds of value and activity.  Although these concepts may seem old fashioned, we should not rush too quickly to dismiss the contrast between the finite and infinite. If we know what something finite is, then we can contrast it with something infinite, as is routine 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in mathematics. In a general sense we can say that something finite is something limited, whilst the infinite expands beyond those limits, culminating in the unlimited. For example, you may have a finite and concrete perceptual experience of the room you are now in (assuming you are in one). But you know that your understanding of this room is a partial and limited perspective. You can expand that perspective by taking into account the wider relations that it is part of – it might be part of a building, for instance, and this building might be in a city which is part of a country ‐ like Denmark, which is in Europe which is on the surface of earth which is a planet in a solar system that is part of what we call the milky way and so on. Of course we are already going beyond our sense experience and using memory and imagination to exceed the here and now. We quickly grasp that our knowledge is limited, but that in some sense there is a real relationship between all these entities. The existence of each entity is relevant in some way to all the others. We are part of something bigger, but we only have a vague sense of that larger totality. So, there is finitude, but, as Whitehead (1948: 60) puts it, “any one finite perspective does not enable an entity to shake off its essential connection with totality. The infinite background always remains as the unanalyzed reason why that finite perspective of that entity has the special character that it does have”.  Our sense of value and importance is tied to the specific and limited aspects of the world we routinely engage with, and yet these values emerge and grow as part of a process whereby we become more aware of our relationship to a larger totality that ultimately must be grasped as infinite. To use a famous expression from Spinoza, we grow and progress to the extent that our capacities to affect 
and be affected by the world that we are part of are increased. So, the term ‘limitation’ signifies the “most general conception of finitude” (Whitehead, 1922/2007, p.16) and the concept of the infinite implies an open‐ended or unlimited contrast with finitude.  Furthermore, as we encounter and exceed the limits of our finite knowledge and experience, so we enjoy a sense of our own possibilities which exceed the limits of what is actual. We thus encounter the equally important distinction between possibility and actuality. The greater our awareness that we participate in a totality beyond our limited horizon, the greater our possibilities for participating in that totality. Infinity thus does not exist transcendentally as a given, but emerges into experience along with a self capable of expanding its experience (relative to its necessarily limited starting point). This is partly what Kierkegaard means when he writes of the self as a synthesis of the finite and the infinite. He insists, for instance, that the self does not exist as a simple actuality. Or rather, as he puts it, “a self, every instant it exists, is in process of becoming” (163) – it is “only that which it is to become”. But if a self is to become itself, then it must become concrete – a concrete part of the world of activity. Kierkegaard insists that this process of becoming concrete “means neither to become finite nor infinite” but to synthesize the two in each and every experience.  We need what he calls the limiting factor of the finite, but we also need the expanding factor of the infinite (163). To become itself, then, a self must weave together the finite and the infinite through processes of infinitizing and finitizing. That is to say, one must “move away from oneself infinitely by the 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process of infinitizing onself, and in returning to oneself infinitely by the process of finitizing” (163).  If the self does not become itself in this way, then it falls into despair. That is why Kierkegaard insists that one can despair in two distinguishable ways. We can despair from lack of finitude or from lack of infinitude. Without the infinite we become stuck, as it were, in the finite. We become “desperately narrow minded and mean spirited”. We become a number instead of a self, just one more soulless and repetitive instrument of the need others have to keep the numbers up. This can happen, Kierkegaard suggests, when instead of finding our rough‐edges polished by experience, we find ourselves instead ground completely smooth so that we get through life with no friction, imitating and play acting, but never daring to be ourselves4. We might be very successful in life because of this reluctance to venture ourselves and because of our preference for quiet obedience. But what use are finite worldly advantages if you have lost your self? Such people look selfish with their purely temporal concerns for accumulating wealth and esteem, but in fact they have no self “for which they could venture anything”.  But we can also suffer despair for lack of the finite, in which case we evaporate into the infinite. That is to say, without the limits imposed by the finite we can fall into a “fantastic existence in abstract endeavour”. We fall so easily into fantasy because of the powers of our imagination, imagination being the “medium of the process of infinitizing” (163). Through unchecked imagination, our feelings, our knowledge and our wills can become so fantastic and unworldly that we are carried so far away from ourselves that we cannot return. Our self is volatilized and comes to concern itself only with abstractions. For example, instead of loving concrete people we love abstract humanity whilst participating inhumanly in actual affairs. The self is squandered for inhuman abstractions. Lost in the finite, we have no way of experiencing or envisaging our possible connection with the broader totality we are in fact part of. We don’t actually know what we are. Lost in the infinite, we volatilize ourselves in imaginary possibilities which never give us the satisfaction of becoming real and making a concrete difference, and hence we remain unreal, running wild in unactualized possibilities5. The ideal texture of one’s life can be viewed from this perspective as a textile woven from the warp of the finite and the weft of the infinite, and thus we return to an indivisible totality in which value has no meaning apart from reference to the world of passing fact which in turn has no meaning but for its participation in value.  
                                                         4 The standardization associated with capitalism obviously encourages this conformity on the part of the workforce, and modern positivistic psychology has served for the most part as an instrument of this instrumentalization of human resources (see Canguilhem, 1958). 5 These two contrasting forms of despair map in turn onto the contrast between possibility and necessity. Kierkegaard (1974: 171) likens lack of possibility to being dumb: “Necessity is like a sequence of consonants only, but in order to utter them their must also be possibility”. 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Conclusion I have explored the relation between values and standards in a particular way that I associate with the approach of a psychology without foundations. I have suggested that standards are objectifications of values designed to generalize and stabilize experiences of value. I have also suggested that standards are prone to becoming parodic in the sense that they can become obstacles to the actualization of the values they were designed to incarnate. Furthermore, in a bodged effort to free value from standardization, much critical social science has insisted that values are nothing but local and specific constructions in the mundane world of human activity, and that the self is an illusion that can be reduced to neurophysiology in the context of an ensemble of social relations.   I have situated this dynamic between values and standards in relation to a broader theme of a certain weaving together of finite and concrete matters of fact with an expanding concern with broad and enduring forms of importance. The self, as defined by Kierkegaard, takes on a new importance and reality in this approach, since the self becomes itself through a process of concrescence in which the potential infinitude of the possible is integrated with the finite actual 
in each and every occasion of its experience. As Proust shows us, this weaving of the finite and the infinite is at the same time an integration of past, present and future on the part of a self or subject which emerges and coheres (and hence also dissolves and disperses) through these experiences. This self or subject is not a pre‐given and self‐contained individual, but a process of becoming that must always be socially actualized in a cultural context that is itself the living repository of objectifications of value. But this contingency should not lead to a depreciation of the value of the self, without which value as such is not only unthinkable, but cannot be realized.   I end by observing that the performative rejection of the standards of our culture that we see in much critical social science ‐ this act of constant negation and refusal to admit anything general about values ‐ is suggestively close to what Nietzsche called nihilism. The nihilist insists that there is nothing and that nothing can be known about it. This comes down to a refusal to will anything and a reluctance to be a subject or a self that actively modifies the events of the world from a principled standpoint in a concrete social system. In this sense, it comes down to despair in Kierkegaard’s sense of the word. It suggests a refusal to show a preference whereby certain things are admitted and other things omitted, certain things accepted and other things rejected, certain things enjoyed with pleasure, others excluded with disgust. Perhaps it is a refusal to ‘be’ and hence a permanent suspension in the both/and impasse of ‘to be and not to be’ (Nissen, 2002):  … his goodly frame, the earth, seems to me a sterile promontory; this most excellent canopy, the air—look you, this brave o'erhanging firmament, this majestical roof fretted with golden fire—why, it appears no other thing to me than a foul and pestilent congregation of vapors... (Hamlet, Act 2, Scene 2). 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